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Biography
From day one in our firm, Lisa Hofmeister has been
working on complex post-M&A disputes. Another
major part of her work is cross-border cartel damages
cases. When dealing with such cases Lisa's work goes
well beyond preparing written statements of the case: it
includes systematically assessing possible claims,
gathering relevant factual information and dealing with
the claims in a suitable procedure – be it out-of-court,
by litigation, in arbitral proceedings or through
alternative dispute resolution.
Following her passion for procedural questions and
innovative ways of solving disputes Lisa wrote her
doctoral thesis about modern versions of alternative
dispute resolution proceedings. Having worked several
months in a leading international law firm in London
during her legal traineeship, having performed an
internship in Brussels as a student, and having worked
at a chair of civil law dealing with topics of European
private law provide Lisa with a solid background for
handling international disputes.

Latest thinking and events
Collective Actions for Damages recent
developments in the Netherlands and Germany
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Industries
Automotive and Mobility

Press Releases
Hogan Lovells rings in the New Year with 30

Areas of focus

promotions to partner and 47 promotions to
counsel

Antitrust and Competition Litigation
Alternative Dispute Resolution

Antitrust litigation update event 2018
Press Releases
The Solution to your Dispute - M&A Litigation
Handbook available now!
Blog Post
Cartel damages 2.0 in Germany – the draft bill has
arrived

Education and
admissions
Education
Second State Exam in Law, Higher
Regional Court of Dusseldorf, 2011
Dr. iur., Osnabrück University, 2011
First State Exam in Law, Bielefeld
University, 2007

Memberships
DIS40 (junior organisation of the
German Institution of Arbitration
(DIS))

